
Quick steps to get 
started on the 
journey to hybrid
According to Frost and Sullivan, out of the 

nearly 90 million meeting rooms worldwide, 

only 7.8% are video enabled, creating a poor 

experience for remote attendees. For the most 

optimal hybrid meeting experience from the 

office organizations should plan to bring Teams 

to all their meeting spaces through Microsoft 

Teams Rooms. 


Teams Rooms provides high quality and 

centralized A/V, easy to use meeting controls, 

and an inclusive Teams experience purpose 

built for hybrid meetings. Whether you’re just 

getting started with video enabled rooms or 

you already have Teams Rooms deployed, we 

understand readying the office for hybrid may 

require a phased approach.


Understand your spaces

To get started today, you must first understand 
your spaces and the technology that best fits 
their function. From there, develop a short term 
and longer-term plan for enabling hybrid 
scenarios in all your meeting spaces, using the 
steps below to help prioritize.

Learn more about developing a plan >>

Equip non-AV enabled rooms 
for hybrid scenarios
Some rooms may not be A/V enabled, but you can 
still take steps that will help improve the hybrid 
meeting experience. Using speaker pucks certified 
for Teams, you can provide centralized audio for 
small meeting spaces. 

Learn more about speaker pucks for 
Microsoft Teams >>

Prioritize AV enabled rooms for 
Teams upgrades

When planning your Teams Rooms deployments, start 
with rooms that are already enabled for AV. 











If you already have Teams Rooms in your 
organization, ensure they are up to date and consider 
where you can bring in intelligent cameras for 
advanced video capabilities



Learn more about Teams Rooms >>
Learn more about setting up your Teams Rooms >>

Learn more about the latest features in 
Teams Rooms >>

Follow these quick steps to get 
started on your journey to 
hybrid today:


Now that you’ve kick started the journey to hybrid, 
learn more about bringing Teams Rooms to all of your spaces Technical Guidance

Source: Frost & Sullivan, March 2021; "State of the Global Video Conferencing 
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